MONCLER GENIUS 2020
EXPLORING NEW TERRITORIES

Moncler Genius extends its pioneering spirit in 2020 as it continues to enhance its exploration into new horizons.
Giving a voice to personal creativity, a symposium of designers are invited to give their unique take on Moncler, and
boundaries are broken as the creative hub goes beyond fashion into the world of experience. Each Moncler Genius
collection has a dedicated launch date, ensuring a facilitation of personal expression that rolls out ceaselessly
through the year.
MONCLER RIMOWA “REFLECTION”
16th September, 2020 — Following the debut of the MONCLER RIMOWA “REFLECTION” showpiece at the Moncler
Genius 2020 show in Milan last February, today both brands join forces to share their collaborative take on
contemporary luxury travel.
MONCLER RIMOWA “REFLECTION” combines each brand’s engineering expertise and repertoire of technically
advanced materials for a striking limited-edition mirrored aluminium suitcase that comes equipped with a
collection of exclusive accessories allowing travellers to make a unique statement on their journeys.
Based on the RIMOWA Original Cabin, the statement suitcase dials up RIMOWA’s iconic aluminum exterior with a
lustrous mirrored surface — a finish that at once recalls the lacquered effect of Moncler’s down jackets, and the
reflective glaze typical of mountain-ready accessories created to guard against glare. The ultra-polished aluminum
exterior is offset by matt black handles and riveted corners for practical handling. Embedded in the grooved
exterior is a metal Moncler badge, a seamless meeting of the houses’ iconic motifs. And inside, a silver packing
cube set exclusive to the collaboration crafted in Moncler’s signature padded nylon fabric promotes easy packing
and organization while on the go. Further bespoke travel accessories include a dark gray luggage tag and belt
designed by Moncler.
Alongside the core collaboration luggage piece, a special issue numbered edition will be made available in limited
quantities. This particular MONCLER RIMOWA “REFLECTION” features an innovative tech-inspired approach to the
design prominently displaying an LED screen on the front of the luggage that invites travellers to broadcast their own
messages in real-time using a custom MONCLER RIMOWA “REFLECTION” app, available for iPhone and Android.
MONCLER RIMOWA “REFLECTION” will be available worldwide starting from September 16, 2020 in Moncler
and RIMOWA stores worldwide and online at moncler.com and rimowa.com. The special LED numbered edition
MONCLER RIMOWA “REFLECTION”, exclusive to Europe, will be available in December in Moncler stores and
at moncler.com.

Moncler was founded at Monestier-de-Clermont, Grenoble, France, in 1952 and is currently headquartered in
Italy. Over the years the brand has combined style with constant technological research assisted by experts in
activities linked to the world of the mountain. The Moncler outerwear collections marry the extreme demands
of nature with those of city life. In 2003 Remo Ruffini took over the company, of which he is currently Chairman
and CEO. Moncler manufactures and directly distributes the clothing and accessories collections under the brand
Moncler through its boutiques and in exclusive international department stores and multi-brand outlets.
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